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CORE TAX REFORM ISSUES IN 2013

 We can and should raise well over $1 trillion in new tax revenue from the
wealthy and corporations over 10 years. Revenues raised should be used to
meet our long-term fiscal challenges, reverse and prevent further cuts to
critical benefits and services, and make needed investments to strengthen our
economy and create jobs, not be used for more tax cuts.

 Corporations must pay their fair share of taxes. Corporate tax reform needs
to raise significant revenues and not be “revenue-neutral,” which would
greatly increase the chance that the burden of deficit reduction falls on
working Americans.

 Tax breaks that encourage corporations to ship profits and jobs overseas
should end. The United States must not adopt a corporate tax “repatriation”
holiday or a “territorial” corporate tax system.

 The wealthy must pay their fair share of taxes. We must reform our tax code
to raise significant new revenue from the richest 2% of Americans.  New tax
revenue must not be used to lower tax rates.

_______________________

1. We can and should raise well over $1 trillion in new tax revenue from the wealthy and
corporations over 10 years. Revenues raised should be used to meet our long-term fiscal
challenges, reverse and prevent further cuts to critical benefits and services, and make
needed investments to strengthen our economy and create jobs, not be used for more tax
cuts.

 To reduce the deficit, President Obama and Congress have cut $1.8 trillion in spending
(including interest) and raised just $600 billion in new tax revenues.1 That’s $3 in cuts
for every $1 in new revenue, an outcome that is neither balanced nor fair.

 Both Republicans and Democrats have already proposed large amounts of additional tax
revenue.  President Obama’s proposed budget would raise $1 trillion predominantly
from the richest 2% and corporations.2 The Senate budget that was approved in March
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would raise $975 billion.3 In December 2012, House Speaker John Boehner proposed
$400 billion more in revenue, from tax reform, than the $600 billion fiscal cliff bill
subsequently provided.4

2. Corporations must pay their fair share of taxes: Corporate tax reform needs to raise
significant revenues and not be “revenue-neutral,” which would greatly increase the
chance that the burden of deficit reduction falls on working Americans.

 In the deficit reduction efforts so far, corporations have contributed almost nothing to
help meet America’s fiscal challenges, while middle-class and vulnerable Americans
have contributed almost $1 trillion through domestic spending cuts. Yet, some
members of Congress and President Obama have proposed to close corporate tax
loopholes and give all of the savings back to corporations in the form of reduced income
tax rates (or other tax subsidies) so that corporations overall pay no more in taxes than
they do now.

 Such “revenue neutral” corporate tax reform is unfair, costly and unaffordable.
Corporate profits are at a 60-year high,5 while corporate taxes are near a 60-year low as
a share of federal revenue – just 10% – according to the Office of Management and
Budget.6 Reducing corporate tax rates from 35% to 25% would cost $1.1 trillion over 10
years – about the cost of the across-the-board budget cuts known as “sequestration.”7

Congress needs to close tax loopholes to generate billions in additional tax revenue that
could be used for deficit reduction and to invest in our economic future.

3. Tax breaks that encourage corporations to ship profits and jobs overseas should end. The
United States must not adopt a corporate tax “repatriation” holiday or a “territorial”
corporate tax system.

 The United States should not adopt a corporate tax “repatriation” holiday. U.S.
multinational corporations are holding $1.7 trillion in profits offshore not able to be
taxed by the U.S. government.8 Companies can “defer” (delay) paying U.S. income taxes
on these foreign profits until they are brought back or “repatriated” to the United
States. Corporations are selling this tax holiday as a boon to new investment and job
creation, as it was sold to Congress in 2004 when the first tax repatriation holiday was
enacted. Under that scheme, corporations were able to bring their profits back and pay
a tax rate of no more than 5.25 percent – rather than the statutory rate of 35 percent or
a lower effective tax rate. Numerous reports, including one by the Congressional
Research Service,9 found that “there is no evidence that [the tax holiday] increased U.S.
investment or jobs, and it cost taxpayers billions,” according to a senior U.S. Treasury
Department official.10

 The United States should not adopt a corporate “territorial” tax system. Such a
system, which is the equivalent of a permanent tax repatriation holiday, would create
even greater corporate tax dodging on foreign profits than currently exists because it
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would not subject U.S. corporate profits earned abroad to U.S. taxes. The foreign profits
would be taxed at the tax rate where they are claimed to be “earned,” providing even
greater incentives for companies to use loopholes to shift their profits and jobs to low-
or no-tax countries. This will put greater downward pressure on U.S. wages and further
reduce taxes paid. It will also put domestic firms and smaller businesses at risk of paying
higher taxes to make up for the tax dodging of multinationals.

 End or limit the deferral of taxes loophole. One of the two primary ways corporations
dodge paying their fair share of federal taxes is to use loopholes that allow them to shift
their income to overseas tax havens that have little or no corporate income tax. U.S.
companies then “defer” paying U.S. taxes on their offshore profits until they are brought
back home (“repatriated”), which may not ever occur. This provides a huge incentive for
companies to shift operations and jobs overseas, or to use accounting tricks to make
their profits appear to be generated overseas. It also drives down the wages of U.S.
workers.

There are two ways to address the deferral of taxes loopholes – end deferral or reduce
its use.

 Sen. Bernie Sanders’ bill, the Corporate Tax Dodging Prevention Act, S. 250, will
end the use of deferral by requiring companies to pay taxes on their foreign profits,
as they do on domestic profits. Companies would continue to receive a credit for
foreign taxes paid on their offshore profits (the foreign tax credit) so that they would
never pay combined U.S. and foreign taxes at a rate exceeding the U.S. corporate tax
rate. This will remove the incentive for corporations to shift their income to low- or
no-tax countries. S. 250 would raise $590 billion over 10 years, according to the
Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation.11

 Sen. Carl Levin’s bill, the Cut Unjustified Tax (CUT) Loopholes Act, S. 268, would
raise $190 billion over 10 years by cutting numerous corporate tax loopholes that
enable corporations to use tax havens and other offshore accounting gimmicks to
avoid paying their fair share of taxes.12 CUT also closes the “carried interest”
loophole, which allows very wealthy private investment fund managers to pay a
lower tax rate on their earnings (at the capital gains tax rate of 20%) than many
working Americans pay.

4. The wealthy must pay their fair share of taxes. We must reform our tax code to raise
significant new revenue from the richest 2% of Americans. New tax revenue must not be
used to lower tax rates.

The following are options for raising additional tax revenue from wealthy Americans:

 Limit the value of tax expenditures for wealthier Americans making more than
$250,000 a year. President Obama’s proposal to limit the value of tax expenditures to
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28% would raise $529 billion over 10 years 13 and would affect mostly households
making more than $250,000 a year.   Currently, wealthier taxpayers get a much larger
tax break than middle-class taxpayers get from the same amount of tax deductions. For
example, a wealthy taxpayer in the 39.6% tax bracket who pays $10,000 in mortgage
interest gets a tax deduction worth roughly $3,960.14 For a middle-income taxpayer in
the 28% tax bracket the same $10,000 mortgage interest deduction is only worth
$2,800. It’s not fair that the richest 2% get a bigger tax break than middle-class families
when buying a house or saving for retirement. It’s also inefficient – the largest tax
breaks go to those least likely to need them.  Any broad tax expenditure limitation must
apply only to high-income households, generally above $250,000 for married filers. We
oppose proposals such as those made by Martin Feldstein and Governor Romney that
would limit tax expenditures for households significantly below this level.

 Place a surtax on the income of millionaires. The top marginal income tax rate is still
low by historical standards. The super-rich can pay higher marginal tax rates and
establishing somewhat higher rates will not impede economic growth. A relatively
simple way to do this is to place a surtax on income over $1 million a year, such as the
5.6% surtax that was proposed in the American Jobs Act debated in the Senate in 2011.
It was estimated to raise $453 billion over 10 years.15

 Require the wealthy to pay a minimum income tax. Known as the Buffett rule, this
proposal from President Obama would require that all households with incomes above
$1 million a year pay at least a 30% minimum federal effective tax rate on income. This
would raise $53.4 billion over 10 years and is an important step to create a fairer tax
system.16

 Require the wealthiest families to pay a reasonable estate tax. President Obama
proposes to raise $78.6 billion over 10 years by restoring the generous estate tax
parameters in effect for 2009, which applied a 45% top rate on estates worth more than
$7 million for couples.17 Only 0.38% of estates – or 1 in 260 – would owe any estate tax
in 2018, the first year President Obama’s proposal takes effect.18 Restoring the estate
tax to the Clinton-era levels, which set a top rate of 55% on estates valued at $2.6
million per couple, would affect less than 2% of estates19 and would raise $249 billion
more than the fiscal-cliff deal struck in January.20

 Tax reform must not reduce individual income tax rates. The fiscal-cliff tax deal
lowered tax rates for 99% of Americans and modestly raised them on just the richest
1%. Now it’s time to close tax loopholes that benefit the wealthy to raise additional
revenue to meet our fiscal and investment needs, not to reduce tax rates once again for
those who already receive the biggest tax breaks.

For more on options to raise well over $1 trillion in new tax revenues over 10 years see this
Americans for Tax Fairness options paper.21
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